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Objectives

0 Describe the most concerning diseases in primary 
care

0 Discuss the most recent and valid research regarding 
those diseases

0 Summarize how the results of these studies will 
influence patient care

What are the most concerning 
diseases in primary care?

0 #1 Mental Health Disorders

0 Why?

0 $142.2 billion  spent annually with a 6% spending growth 
rate each year

0 “People with serious mental illness die, on average, 25 
years earlier than the general population”

Langreth R. In Depth: Most Expensive Diseases. www.Forbes.com
Parks J, Svendsen D, Singer P, Foti ME. Morbidity and Mortality in People with Serious Mental Illness. Oct 2006
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What are the most concerning 
diseases in primary care?

0 #2 Heart Disease

0 Why?

0 $123.1billion  spent annually with a 5% spending growth 
rate each year

0 Number #1 cause of death

Langreth R. In Depth: Most Expensive Diseases. www.Forbes.com
FastStats. Heart Disease. www.CDC.gov

Also concerning are…

0 Cancer 
0 $99.4 billion spent annually
0 Number 2 killer

0 Chronic lower respiratory disease 
0 $64.6 billion spent annually
0 Number 3 killer

0 Stroke 
0 Less than $35 billion
0 Number 4 killer

0 Trauma
0 $100.2 billion  spent annually 
0 Number 5 killer

Langreth R. In Depth: Most Expensive 
Diseases. www.Forbes.com
FastStats. www.CDC.gov
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In order to streamline

0 The most interesting research regarding mental 
health and/or heart disease will be reviewed

0 “Interesting” definition

0 A study worth reading completely and not just 

skimming the abstract

0 Primary care topics were prioritized

Mental Health Topics

0 Autism spectrum disorders

0 Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder

0 Depression

Autism Spectrum Disorders

0 Incidence is increasing (according to the CDC)

0 1 in 68 eight-year olds (1 in 42 boys and 1 in 189 girls) have 
an ASD diagnosis (2010 data)

0 In 2000, 1 in 150 eight-year olds; in 2006, 1 in 110

0 No major changes in diagnosis or study design

0 A couple of new studies investigating causes

0 Autism-specific maternal antibodies

0 Living within one mile of pesticide use during pregnancy

0 Using multiple repetitive behaviors to aid in early 

diagnosis
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Autism-Specific Maternal 
Antibodies

0 First research came out in 2008

0 Braunschweig D, Krakowiak P, Duncanson P, et al. 
Autism-specific maternal autoantibodies recognize 
critical proteins in developing brain. Transl Psychiatry. 
2013;3:e277.

0 MIND Institute at the University of California, Davis

0 23% of autistic kids in this study had these antibodies

0 99% specificity when the antibodies were present in the 

mother

Within One Mile of Pesticides

0 Shelton JF, Geraghty EM, Tancredi DJ, et al. 
Neurodevelopmental disorders and prenatal residential 
proximity to agricultural pesticides: the CHARGE study. 
Environ Health Perspect. 2014 Jun 23. [Epub ahead of 
print].
0 MIND Institute again…
0 In California, exact dates of commercial pesticide use are 

known
0 Correlation between autism and living with one mile of 

pesticide application during pregnancy
0 If the pesticide was an organophosphate then risk increased by 

60%

0 If chlorpyrifos exposure during 2nd trimester than 230% risk

Multiple Repetitive 
Behaviors

0 Most kids in the US are diagnosed with ASD after the 
age of 4

0 However, using M-CHAT increasing recognition to as 
early as 18 months

0 Wolff J, Klinger L. Multiple repetitive behaviors and 
predicting autism. Program and abstracts of the 13th 
Annual International Meeting for Autism Research 
(IMFAR); May 15-17, 2014; Atlanta, Georgia. Abstract 
169.006.
0 Found that 12 month old children who had 4-8 

repetitive behaviors had 4x the risk for autism
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A new way to 
diagnosis ADHD?

0 Fried M. Tsitsiashvili E. Bonneh YS. Sterkin A. 
Wygnanski-Jaffe T. Epstein T. Polat U. ADHD subjects 
fail to suppress eye blinks and microsaccades while 
anticipating visual stimuli but recover with 
medication. Vision Research. 101:62-72, 2014 Aug.
0 This study demonstrates that certain oculomotor 

behaviors are apparent in patients with untreated 
ADHD

0 These eye movements normalized when the ADHD is 
treated

0 Perhaps a new diagnostic approach

Depression as a Risk Factor 
for Heart Disease

0 It is an official  risk factor (according to the American 
Heart Association)

0 Joins obesity, diabetes, hypertension, and smoking

0 Extensive compilation of research (53 studies)

0 Seventeen of the 32 studies that measured all-cause 

mortality demonstrated a significant risk (adjusted)

0 Overall, depression doubles (approximately) risk of all 
cause mortality and cardiac mortality

Managing Cardiovascular 
Disease is Being Questioned
0 HPS2-THRIVE  study; AIM-HIGH study

0 Niacin

0 Low HDL cholesterol 

0 Alcohol consumption
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Niacin

0 Given to raise HDL-cholesterol levels

0 But can be quite toxic for many patients

0 HPS2-THRIVE 

0 Agents (niacin and laropiprant) designed to raise HDL-

cholesterol levels failed to reduce risk of major CVD 

events in patients with well controlled LDL levels

0 Laropiprant is an antiflushing agent

0 But there was higher risk of adverse drug events related 

to niacin

Niacin

0 AIM-HIGH Study, came out in 2011

0 Compared extended release niacin plus simvastatin to 

simvastatin alone

0 Demonstrated an increase in HDL and triglyceride levels 

but no corresponding decrease in

0 Death from coronary heart disease

0 Nonfatal MI

0 Ischemia stroke

0 Hospitalization for ACS

0 Symptom-driven coronary or cerebral revascularization

Problems with the research

0 Confounders

0 Raising HDL levels when LDL levels are well controlled

0 Patients were pretreated with statin therapy (baseline 

lipids were pretty much normal)

0 Minimal changes in HDL and LDL levels

0 So, there is likely still a place for niacin
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Low HDL Levels

0 Cholesteryl-ester-transfer-protein (CETP) 
inhibitors—eg, torcetrapib, dalcetrapib—not  
demonstrating a reduction in cardiovascular risk

0 HPS2-THRIVE and AIM-HIGH aren’t even hinting that 
there is a benefit with raising HDL cholesterol

0 Instead of HDL levels, what about assessing HDL 
functionality or HDL flux?

Alcohol Consumption

0 Michael V. Holmes, et al., Association between alcohol and 
cardiovascular disease: Mendelian randomisation analysis 
based on individual participant data, BMJ, DOI: 
10.1136/bmj.g4164, published online 10 July 2014.

0 Large multicenter international study

0 Moderate drinking is defined in the study to be 0.6-0.8 fl oz a 
day (about a glass of wine per day)

0 A particular gene was used to identify lower alcohol 
consumers

0 The lower alcohol consumers had 10% average reduced risk of 
heart disease, lower blood pressure, and lower BMI
0 Reducing alcohol consumption across all levels of consumption may be 

beneficial for heart health                                                                                                                 

Studies to watch out for…

0 Ketamine as an antidepressant

0 Many case reports/studies and some observational 

studies show promise (lack placebo group)

0 Many RCTs pending (some completed; some still 

recruiting)

0 Acetylcholine as a cause for depression

0 High levels of acetylcholine causes depression in mice

0 Maybe a new target for therapy

0 Computerized screening tool for adolescent suicides
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Questions


